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Abstract
Game-based learning solutions provide possibilities to teach conceptual
number knowledge in engaging ways. The evaluation of user experience and
error-proneness of the user interface are crucial in the educational game
development process and game-based assessment. In the present study, we
investigated how two different user interfaces of the rational number game,
Semideus, influenced the game character controlling accuracy and user
experience. Two user interfaces varying in the intensity of physical activities
needed for controlling the game character were compared. Thirty-six
university students played both Semideus game versions for 20 minutes in
randomized order. In order to compare the tilting (low physical intensity)
and walking (high physical intensity) user interfaces we used stealth
assessment as an objective measure of controlling accuracy as well as flow
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experience and playability questionnaires as subjective measures of user
experience. The results revealed that there was no significant difference in
game controlling accuracy between the user interface solutions, suggesting
that the intensity of the physical activities did not influence the errorproneness. However, the subjective measures indicated that students
appreciated the tilting user interface significantly more than the walking
user interface. Implications of the findings for future research and further
development of the Semideus game are discussed.
Keywords: user experience, user interface, embodied cognition, math,
fractions, game, learning, education

1 Introduction
A good sense of rational numbers creates the foundations for advanced
mathematics. However, research in cognitive psychology and mathematics
education has revealed that children and even educated adults struggle with
understanding of rational numbers (Van Dooren, Lehtinen, & Verschaffel,
2015). There is a great deal of evidence that even after considerable
mathematics instruction many learners fail to perform adequately even in
simple fraction tasks (Siegler et al., 2013; Siegler et al., 2011; Stafylidou &
Vosniadou, 2004). Mathematics education researchers have admitted that
most of the students’ difficulties with rational numbers can be attributed to
inadequate instruction (Vamvakoussi & Vosniadou, 2010). The problem is that
the recent advances in modelling numerical development have not been
exploited to practices of teachers and the instruction tends to emphasize
procedural instead of conceptual knowledge (Bailey, Siegler & Geary, 2014).
Given the widespread difficulties that people face with fractions, traditional
instructional methods should be reconsidered and complemented by new tools
for fostering fraction knowledge.
Game-based learning solutions may provide possibilities to teach conceptual
number knowledge in engaging way. In this article we consider the design of a
Semideus rational number game that is founded on recent advances in
numerical development research (McMullen et al., 2014; Torbeyns et al., 2014;
Siegler et al., 2011; Ni & Zhou, 2005) and theories that provide an account for
the use of manipulatives in digital learning materials (Pouw, Van Gog & Paas,
2014). The main aim of this article is to study the user experience of two
different user interfaces of Semideus game. Both user interfaces are based on
embedded embodied cognition, but the intensity of physical activities needed
for controlling the game varies. The optimization of user experience is
important because the previous research have shown that subjective playing
experience is positively connected with playing performance and learning
outcomes (Kiili, Perttula & Arnab, 2014). We selected flow theory as a game
quality measure because flow seems to have a positive influence on
performance enhancement, learning, and engagement (e.g. Csikszentmihalyi
et al., 2005; Engeser & Rheinberg, 2008) and for example Kiili et al. (2014)
have successfully used flow for analyzing the quality of serious games.
Flow describes a state of complete absorption or engagement in a specific
activity in which a person excludes all irrelevant emotions and thoughts
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Csikszentmihalyi, 2002). During the optimal
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experience, a person is in a positive psychological state where he or she is so
involved with the goal-driven activity that nothing else seems to matter. An
activity that produces such experiences is so pleasant that the person may be
willing to do something for its own sake, without being concerned with what
he will get out of his action. This kind of intrinsic motivation is very important
especially in serious games that usually require different cognitive or physical
investments compared to entertainment games.
In this article we will first shortly present the theoretical background of the
Semideus game following with a description of the game. Second, we will
report the results of a study in which the two different user interfaces of the
Semideus game were compared in terms of game character controlling
accuracy and playing experience. Third, we will consider the further
development of the Semideus game user interface according to the results of
this comparison study.

2 Theoretical background of the Semideus game
2.1 Development of rational number knowledge
One approach used to explain children's difficulties in learning rational
numbers is the whole number bias Ni & Zhou, 2005). Whole number bias
suggests that common misconceptions about rational numbers originate from
the false belief that all properties of whole numbers can be applied to rational
numbers. For example, when comparing fraction magnitudes, people
sometimes think that the fraction that has larger whole numbers as parts is
larger (e.g. one may think that 1/5 is larger than 1/3, because 5 is larger than 3.
According to Alibaliv and Sidney (2015) the whole number bias has been
observed in elementary school students, in high school students, in adults, and
even in expert mathematicians. Thus, the bias is evident also in people who are
extensively familiar with rational numbers and everybody can benefit from
numerical trainings.
Siegler et al. (2011) have argued that theories of numerical development have
emphasized too much the whole number bias and how it interferes with
fraction learning. To support this argument Siegler et al. (2011) proposed an
integrated theory of numerical development that emphasizes continuity
between acquisition of understanding whole numbers and fractions. According
to their theory significant conceptual change is required to understand that
fractions, like whole numbers, represent magnitudes that can be located on
number lines (Siegler et al., 2011). In line with integrated theory of numerical
development McMullen et al., 2014) have shown that successful conceptual
change with rational numbers is rare and hard to come by. In fact, the recent
findings have suggested that instructional interventions that aim to support
conceptual change should target learners’ interpretation of rational numbers
as magnitudes by practicing them on number lines (Torbeyns et al., 2014;
Bailey, Siegler & Geary, 2014; Fuchs et al., 2013). These findings are in line
with an integrated theory of numerical development and thus we have used the
theory as a starting point to design our Semideus game.
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2.2 Embedded embodied cognition and learning manipulatives
Games provide an appropriate environment for implementing features of
virtual manipulatives that rely on embedded embodied cognition approach
proposed by Pouw, Van Gog & Paas (2014). According to Moyer et al. (2002)
virtual manipulatives are interactive Web-based visual representations of
dynamic objects that present opportunities for constructing mathematical
knowledge. Virtual manipulatives are argued to be effective in mathematics
instruction because they can connect dynamic visual images with abstract
symbols (Reimer & Moyer, 2005). For example, the results of (Reimer &
Moyer, 2005) have indicated that the virtual fraction manipulatives can
enhance students’ conceptual understanding of fractions and enjoyment in
learning mathematics.
The embedded embodied cognition draws together the research on embedded
cognition (e.g. Clark, 2008) and embodied cognition (e.g. Barsalou, 2008) in
order to guide the design of learning manipulatives. The embedded embodied
cognition states that perceptual and interactive richness may provide
opportunities for alleviating cognitive load and transfer of learning is not
reliant on decontextualized knowledge but may draw on previous
sensorimotor experiences stimulated by manipulatives. Moeller et al. (2012)
have argued that embodied representations of number (magnitude) exist, are
not limited to ﬁnger-based representations, and inﬂuence on number
processing in such a systematic and functional way that it can be used to foster
the efﬁciency of numerical trainings. For example, Cook et al. (2008) found
that children who were encouraged to make gestures while learning a new
arithmetic strategy benefited from gesturing with respect to retention of
knowledge. In line with this, Link et al. (2013) showed that embodied number
line training with whole-body movements (Kinect based UI) resulted in better
learning outcomes than control training (mouse based UI). The results
revealed that embodied training seems to be beneficial in particular for
children with lower general cognitive ability and lower working memory
capacity. In general, these findings are in line with evidence indicating that the
processing of numbers and space are related (Wood & Fischer, 2008).
The mental number line is assumed to be spatially oriented from left-to-right,
which might account for the findings about a relationship between numbers
and spatial information (Link et al., 2013). For example, in Motion Math game
the idea of spatially oriented mental number line is successfully applied by
implementing tilting based controls to manipulate fraction magnitudes
(Riconscente, 2013). To conclude embedded embodied cognition approach
assumes that seemingly abstract representations may be based on bodily
experiences and movement may help children to understand abstract concepts
better and the perceptual and interactive richness provides opportunities for
alleviating cognitive load.

3 The design of the Semideus game(s)
The Semideus game is based on a Semideus research engine. While the base
game is always the same, the engine offers numerous options to tweak the
game to fit into the current research topic. Most of the adjustments are related
to the level design (like types of tasks, number of enemies, and available hints)
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but some are changes to the game mechanics such as the difference in the
controlling methods used in this study.
The Semideus game is designed to support the development of rational
number conceptual knowledge. In particular, Semideus addresses the
development of two sub-concepts necessary for a complete mathematical
understanding of rational numbers, 1) representations of the magnitudes of
rational numbers and 2) the density of rational numbers. The idea of the game
is grounded on integrated theory of numerical development (Siegler et al.,
2011) while it steadily expands understanding of the connection between
different number representations and their magnitudes. The understanding is
gradually expanded from whole number magnitudes to magnitudes of fraction,
decimal and percent numbers.
In this article we focus on two main task types of the game: estimation and
ordering tasks. We start with presenting the background story of the game
following a description how rational numbers are mapped to the game
mechanics and how the user interface is designed to support understanding of
rational numbers.

3.1 The story of the game
The thematic setting and graphical outlook relate to the mythology of ancient
Greece. In the story Semideus, a son of Zeus, is tasked to seek golden coins
Kobalos the goblin has stolen. Kobalos has hidden the coins, as well as traps,
to the trails of mount Olympos. Semideus however has found goblin’s
notebook, which shows the locations of the coins and traps, encrypted in
mathematical symbols, and must race the goblin to retrieve the coins. While
collecting the coins, Semideus climbs up the mountain platforms to reach the
top where Zeus is eagerly awaiting for his coins.

3.2 From whole number bias to game mechanics
The recent research has suggested that instructional interventions should
target learners’ interpretation of rational numbers as magnitudes by practicing
them on number lines (Torbeyns et al., 2014). Thus, the gameplay of the
Semideus game is founded on tasks that require working with number lines
implemented as walkable platforms of the mountain. In the basic version the
player can face five different kinds of tasks: magnitude estimation, magnitude
comparison, magnitude ordering, and density awareness. Similar tasks are
commonly used in rational number studies (Siegler et al., 2011; McMullen et
al., 2014), but in Semideus these tasks are embedded into the game mechanics.
In magnitude estimation task Semideus tries to locate a hidden chest on each
platform. The values to estimate are shown as mathematical symbols (Figure
1). Semideus finds some coins if he estimates the location accurate enough – if
not he loses energy. The estimation accuracy percent determines the amount
of coins that Semideus finds from the chest. If Semideus does not manage to
locate the correct spot (too low accuracy) he has to try again.
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Figure 1. Example of magnitude estimation task. The player has to find the value
displayed in the left corner and avoid the value in the right corner

In magnitude comparison task Semideus faces two stone tablets on the
platform accompanied with rational number symbols. The task of the player is
to organize the tablets on the number line according to their magnitudes
before the goblin steals all gold coins from upper platform. In the example
(figure 2) the player has to decide whether value 3/5 is larger than value 5/9
and place the tablets to ascending order on the number line. The player can
carry the tablets on the platform in order to perform the comparison. The
exact places of the tablets on a number line are not relevant, only the order. If
the magnitudes of the tablets are the same the player should pile up the
tablets. This way the magnitude comparison task can address also the
equivalency of rational numbers.
Basically the ordering task is the same task than comparison task, but there
are more stone tablets involved (3-5). This task can be designed to support
also understanding of density if magnitudes are selected accordingly (e.g. 1/4,
0.3, 1/2, 3/4). In both comparison and ordering tasks, with a correct answer,
the player gains all the coins not yet stolen by the goblin. A wrong answer
means the player loses some energy and has to try again.
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Figure 2. Comparison task

3.3 User interface solutions
Two different user interface solutions were developed for this study. Both
versions required some physical activity from the player. The first user
interface solution (Tilting UI) required only light gestures. The game character
changed his facing direction when the tablet was tilted slightly to either left or
right. Further tilting caused the character to walk to the tilted direction. The
movement speed was defined by the tilting angle. In the second user interface
solution (Walking UI) the facing of the character was controlled in the same
way as in the first version. However, the movement of the character required
the player to walk in place while holding the tablet in his or her hands. The
character’s movement speed increased as the physical movement intensified.
In terms of Pouw, Van Gog & Paas (2014), both user interface solutions utilize
embedded embodied interactions and thus the solutions can alleviate cognitive
load. In general, the character can be considered as a visual manipulative and
the tilting gestures and walking on the number line goes beyond mental
number line. The increased physical activity has the potential to be beneficial
beyond the embedded embodied cognition. Emerging research has shown that
exergame interventions in schools can improve academic performance, reduce
classroom absenteeism, tardiness, and negative classroom behaviors
(Lieberman, et al 2011).

4 Method
In this study a within-subjects design was used. Each participant played both
versions of the game: tilting user interface and walking user interface. The
playing order was randomized. The tasks in the game were exactly the same in
both versions.
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4.1 Participants
This study was executed as part of the Tampere University of Technology’s
User-centered design course in the beginning of 2015. The course is a part of
the Master’s Degree Programme in information technology.
Overall 45 students participated in the user experience study in which the two
user interface solutions were compared. From these 45 students 9 were left out
as they did not play both games or filled in the user experience questionnaires
inadequately. Of the remaining 36 participants 12 were females and 24 males
while the average age was 38.5 years. Even though primary end users of the
game are school children of age 11-14, this study was conducted with university
students. This was intentional as they should master the mathematical content
of the game and thus be able to focus on controlling the game character as
accurately as possible and that way this study provides information about the
quality of the user interface solutions emphasizing the accuracy of controlling
the game character. Moreover, the secondary end users are adults, teacher
students and teachers in particular.
4.2 Math items and measures
There were three levels in the Semideus game prototype that was used in this
study. The first level included ten whole number estimation items (tasks) on
the number line ranging from -50 to 50. The second level included 11 fraction
estimation items on the number line ranging from 0 to 5. The third level
included nine comparison and ordering items. The whole number tasks could
be considered easy for university students and the answers should be pretty
accurate. These were the primary tasks for studying the user interface
differences as the participants’ mathematical skills should not be a decisive
factor. The rational number tasks should provide a little more difficulty even
for adults. This way the participants might get some more enjoyment out of
the game as there is some challenge in it. The comparison and ordering tasks
offered some variation to the game and were somewhere in the middle in
terms of the difficulty.
User experience was measured in terms of flow experience (Csikszentmihalyi,
1990; Engeser, 2012) and playability. Flow experience was measured with a 9item questionnaire, developed by the authors. The items included were derived
from flow scale used in Kiili et al. (2014) study. The dimensions included were
challenge-skill balance, clear goals, concentration, autotelic experience, loss of
self-consciousness, sense of control, and action awareness merging. Playability
was measured with a 3-item questionnaire developed by the authors. The
dimensions included were ease of use, intuitiveness of the user interface, and
controlling accuracy of the user interface. With each dimension a 6-point
Likert-type response format was used. Stealth assessment approach was
utilized in collecting game performance data. Stealth assessment is an
evidence-based approach where assessment is well integrated to the gameplay
and the assessment is carried out non-invasively (Shute & Kim, 2014; Shute,
2011). In practice, the game continuously logged playing behavior in a secured
server according to defined rational number competence model and from
these log files estimation accuracy (error) and comparison performance
(correctness) was retrieved. Moreover, the appreciation of the both user
interface solutions was studied with 6-point Likert-scale statements (I liked
the tilting user interface a lot / I liked the walking user interface a lot.)
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4.3 Procedure
The class started with a brief introduction and description of the Semideus
game. After that the students were divided into two groups; one group that
controlled Semideus by tilting the tablet and one group that controlled the
game by walking in place. The game was played in groups of five students. In
the beginning of each playing session brief instructions were given and after
that the game was played. After each session, in both groups, the participants
were asked to fill in a paper based user experience questionnaire (flow and
playability items). When the students had played through both game versions
they were instructed to evaluate the user interface solutions (appreciation of
the user interfaces).

4.4 Data analyses
After the playing sessions, data collected with questionnaires and log files were
shifted to SPSS and analyzed. Flow construct (the mean of flow dimensions)
and playability construct (the mean of playability dimensions) were computed.
Accuracy of number line estimation tasks was analysed according to
Percentage Absolute Error (PAE) computed as 100 * abs(estimated value –
correct value) / numerical range of the number line. PAE gives values between
0-100% (0% refers to perfect accuracy - in other words estimation error is
zero). PAE was computed for both tilting and walking user interface solutions.

5 Results
5.1 Playing performance
The magnitude estimation tasks were based on two different number lines. A
number line ranging from -50 to 50 contained whole number tasks while a
number line from 0 to 5 contained fraction tasks. As shown in Table 1,
students’ estimates were more accurate on whole number tasks (Tilting UI M
= 3.54%, SD = 3.79%; Walking UI M = 5.87%, SD = 8.87%) than on fraction
tasks. A paired-samples t-test indicated that there was not a significant
difference in the whole number estimation accuracy in tilting UI (M = 3.54%,
SD = 3.79%) and in walking UI (M = 5.87%, SD = 8.87%) conditions, t(35)=1.624, p = .113. Similarly, such a difference was not found either in the fraction
estimation accuracy in tilting UI (M = 9.01%, SD = 6.53%) and in walking UI
(M = 9.06%, SD = 6.05%) conditions, t(35)= -.265, p = 793.

Table 1. Magnitude estimation accuracy (PAE: Percentage Absolute Error) in
different UI versions and task types (N = 36)
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A paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare the comparison
performance in tilting and in walking UI conditions. There was not a
significant difference in the comparison performance in tilting UI (M =
75.59%, SD = 16.91%) and in walking UI (M = 74.38%, SD= 21.13%)
conditions, t(35)=.347, p = .731.

5.2 User experience
The evaluation of user experience is a crucial part of a game development
process. The enjoyment level that an educational game offers is a key factor in
determining whether a player will be engaged in the gameplay and achieves
the desired objectives of the game. Furthermore, controlling the game has to
be accurate, so that the controlling of the game does not negatively influence
on learning performance. In this study we measured user experience in terms
of flow experience and playability (user interface satisfaction). The reliability
analysis of the used flow questionnaire (N = 36) indicated that the flow
construct was internally consistent (Tilting UI: α = 0.82; Walking UI: α =
0.83), which means that all nine dimensions measured the same phenomenon,
flow construct. The internal consistency of playability construct (N = 36) was
weaker (Tilting UI: α = 0.62; Walking UI: α = 0.77).
The table 2 shows that players experienced significantly higher flow with
tilting user interface (M = 4.30, SD = 0.76) than with walking user interface
(M = 3.88, SD = 0.83), t(35) = 3.08, p = .004. The biggest differences were in
sense of control t(35) = 2.89, p = .007, action awareness merging t(35) = 2.22,
p = .033, and autotelic flow dimensions t(35) = 2.80, p = .008. Table 2 also
shows that the playability of tilting version was more appreciated (M = 4.23,
SD = 0.81) than playability of walking version (M = 3.36, SD = 1.16), t(35) =
4.45 , p < .001. The biggest difference was in accuracy of game controls
dimension. The correlation analysis indicated that there were statistically
significant relationships between playability and experienced flow level with
both user interfaces (Tilting UI; r = 0.49, p = .002; Walking UI: r = 0.54, p =
.001). This means that the playability of the game influence remarkably on
overall user experience and the game controls have to be optimized. When
participants were asked to evaluate both user interfaces after the playing
sessions they appreciated the tilting UI remarkably more (M = 4.47, SD = .76)
than walking UI (M = 2.44, SD = 1.24), t(35) = 7.94, p = .000. The large
standard deviation of walking UI shows how physically activating controlling
mechanism is divisive. Although the difference between user interfaces is large
with this measure the result is in line with flow experience and playability
findings.
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Table 2. Means and standard deviations of the user experience measures in tilting
and walking user interfaces (N = 36)

Furthermore, the correlation analysis also indicated that magnitude
estimation accuracy (PAE) in walking condition correlated significantly with
flow experience, r = -.37, p = .026. However, in tilting condition the
correlation was not statistically significant, r = -.31, p = .068.
In general, the results clearly show that the tilting user interface was better
with all used measures. Although, the difference in controlling accuracy (PAE)
was not large between the tested user interfaces, players experienced the
walking user interface more inaccurate than it actually was. If we could
facilitate the sense of control and action awareness merging in walking user
interface, it could improve the overall user experience significantly.

5.3 Observation notes of playing behavior
The playing behavior was observed during the game playing session. Overall
appreciation of Semideus game was positive and participants were eager to
play the game. The adaptation of the idea of Semideus was smooth and the
playing continued seamlessly. Especially, when playing the game with tilting
controls participants got immersed and the controlling gestures did not
interfere the overall playing experience. On the contrary, the walking user
interface seemed to distract the players a bit mainly in the beginning when the
participants were still learning how sensitive and precise the controlling by
walking actually was. Walking controls required more concentration from the
participants and it influenced negatively on the playing experience from time
to time. Based on the question concerning which controlling mode the
participants preferred, it can also be seen that the tilting mode was preferred
more than the walking mode. It is also worth noting that, after playing the
game for a while, most of the players of the walking version reverted to just
shaking the device instead of walking in place.

6 Discussion and Conclusion
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The results revealed that there was not significant difference in game
controlling accuracy between the tilting and walking user interfaces,
suggesting that the intensity of the physical activities did not influence the
error-proneness of the user interface. Despite of that the level of experienced
flow and appreciation of the playability of the tilting user interface indicated
that students appreciated the tilting user interface significantly more than the
walking user interface.
The study showed that walking in place as a controlling method for Semideus
game is problematic. It distracted players and caused them to feel less
immersed in the game. At the same time however, the use of walking UI did
not result in significantly worse answer accuracies. The tilting UI worked
much better and the physical activity required to control the character felt
natural. This would indicate that the physical controlling itself is not an issue if
implemented properly.
The development of Semideus continues by adding more features to the game
and by modifying existing features based on the findings from this study. The
walking based UI has already been slightly redesigned based on the results of
this study. The walking speed of the character was adjusted to be more
consistent. Originally the character would stop moving instantly when the
player stops walking in place. Now the character continues to move for a short
moment with decaying speed even if the player is no longer walking. Now the
character moves smoothly also in cases when player’s walking is too subtle (i.e.
device’s accelerometer misses some of the input). The downside to this change
is that it is harder to stop at the exact point on the number line. To compensate
this, the tilting of the device now moves the character similarly to the tilting
based UI but it does that only at a snail’s pace. Further speed is gained by
walking in place. This makes it easier to fine tune the answer and in terms of
flow experience it should facilitate the sense of control and action awareness
merging. We are currently running a study with sixth graders in which this
new walking user interface is tested.
The fact that most of the players of the walking version of the game started to
control the game by shaking the device instead of walking in place is an issue.
It is difficult to prevent this technically as the movement is detected using the
device’s accelerometers, which does not separate how the motion is generated.
On the other hand, since the game contains onscreen buttons, the device must
be held on hands. One possible way to prevent this conduction could be to add
competitiveness between players by making a multiplayer version of the game.
This might add some peer pressure to do things the correct way.
During the testing it was observed that some of the users first tried to tilt the
device in a different way than what was expected. They rotated the device
similarly to car’s steering wheel. This could be an optional controlling method
to add to the game, as it seemed logical to some.
There are several limitations in this study. The sample size (36) was rather
small and thus the results cannot be generalized. Furthermore, the
participants were not the primary end users and the results might not be fully
alike with middle school aged children. Adults may feel differently about
physically moving during the game than children do and thus more research
with primary end users are needed. The participants played each version of the
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game for about 20 minutes. This was probably enough to form an opinion
about the controlling methods, but still, longer sessions might reveal for
example better familiarization or increased exhaustion that might affect the
playing experience.
The participants played the game only for a short time on a single session so
the effects of different intensity physical activities to learning outcomes or
player’s fitness level could not be studied. Despite the negative opinions about
the walking user interface there could still be potential in the more physical
approach. If the revised version of the walking UI could bring the playability
level closer to the tilting UI’s playability, there could be a case for further
studies with the Semideus game.
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